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What we reflected & acted on in 2020: This was a challenging year for everyone, including the league and

the players. We continue to hold space for the players who were set to take the field in 2020 but were

never able to. Moreover, in the wake of ongoing state violence against Black people and a global pandemic

that has disproportionately impacted BIPOC communities, the league and many teams connected off the

field and began to take action in the face of injustice. By the fall, previous members of the board

determined it was important to step down with the goal of appointing a more diverse board, which was a

clear first step to intentionally work toward an anti-racist league. Members sought to strike balance in our

priorities and put time aside for: healing, reimagining the future of the league, and fulfilling our

responsibilities to meet the league’s operational needs. We continue to make progress and are grateful for

the support and patience we have received during this nonlinear process.

What we learned in 2021: The PUL board reorganized and welcomed new members into leadership in early

2021. As COVID-19 continued to impact the world, members planned and implemented a series of regional

tournaments on a limited budget that allowed for on-field play while mitigating the risk of exposure. The

series was funded primarily by previous league fundraisers and team contributions. While we hired part-

time staff to support the events, we did so later than optimal, and the members were responsible for the

tournament operations as a working board. Members and staff worked alongside local ultimate groups to

execute the season. In parallel, board members oversaw long-term league operations, engaged in equity

and values work, and further adjusted our strategic plan to accommodate the ever-changing landscape of

the pandemic.

What we aspire to in 2022 and beyond: The coming year offers the PUL more opportunities for on-field play

and organizational development. Plans for a 2022 season are underway. Off the field, the board will

continue to pursue growth in the priority areas of communications, equity and anti-racism, financial

stability, and core operations. Taking lessons learned from our previous seasons, we hope to onboard full-

time staff as soon as possible to alleviate the day-to-day work from the board, allowing the members to

focus on strategic oversight and the integration of anti-racism into all our efforts. We would like to make

sure the league can support all teams and players in a way that allows them to thrive.

December 29, 2021

To our players, teams, fans, friends, and stakeholders,

The board members of the Premier Ultimate League would like to share our deep appreciation for our

community as we transition from 2021 to 2022. Notably, we would like to express our gratitude for the trust

you have placed in us as we strive to build an equity-oriented league dedicated to women, transgender, non-

binary, genderqueer, and genderfluid people. In addition to providing the accompanying annual report, we

wanted to take a moment to share some of the context for the league since the start of 2020, including what

the league has accomplished, and some of the struggles we continue to experience.:
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In an effort to continue to share more insight from our perspectives, we wanted to share our reflections on the

state of the board during this time. We have gathered to do this work during a pandemic. The women of color

who comprise the majority of the board, and who are not immune to the inequities and injustices that

women, gender-expansive people, and people of color experience, are serving our positions in addition to full-

time jobs and other obligations. We do this work because we are committed to future generations of women,

gender-expansive people, and people of color coming up in this sport. We do this work with the long-game in

mind and with the drive to build this league in a way that meaningfully and authentically supports its teams

and players.

We also acknowledge that we are far from perfect, as a group or as individuals. While we are striving to be

honest, transparent, and communicative about our work, we understand and agree that we have room to

grow in these areas and that there are questions and critical feedback about the league’s operations. We are

grateful that we are working within a community that continues to push for anti-racism and equity, and we

continue to ask for your understanding as we try to build a league that reflects our values within larger social

and economic structures that often stand in direct conflict with our vision. conflicts with those values. 

 

Thank you again for your support along the way. You can reach the board at contact@premierultimateleague.com

with any questions you may have. We look forward to sharing the future of the Premier Ultimate League with you. 

With grace and humility,

Ana María Rojas, Team Representative (Medellín Revolution Pro), Angela Lin, Team Representative (Atlanta

Soul), Änna Hagstrom, Team Representative (Minnesota Strike), Dan Laurila, Team Representative (Milwaukee

Monarchs), Dre Esparza, Team Representative (Austin Torch), Eileen Murray, Team Representative (New York

Gridlock Ultimate), Elise Rasmussen, At-Large Member, Grace Castro, Team Representative (Nashville

Nightshade), Jamie Smets, Team Representative (Indy Red), Janel Venzant, At-Large Member, Layne Scherer,

Team Representative (DC Shadow), Lindsay Soo, Team Representative (Raleigh Radiance), Maddie Purcell,

Team Representative (Portland Rising), Malika Smoot, At-Large Member, Penny Wu, Team Representative

(Columbus Pride). Rena Kawabata, At-Large Member, and Strat Stratton, At-Large Member.
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Allocate budget dollars equitably. To put significant dollars towards

understanding and building a transformative, equitable sports league. 

Breach the confines of sports models. To reach outside the normal

patterns of professional sports leagues based on consumerism, and

pushing the boundaries of what is possible. 

Prioritize marginalized and radical voices in leadership roles. To elevate

and mitigate the risk for marginalized, diverse, and radical voices on our

staff, our board, and all positions of power in our league. We understand

that lived experience and marginalization must be qualifiers for leading

and doing the work to mitigate inequity in professional sports. 

Critical conversation, thought, and training with leadership, staff, coaches,

players, and community. To provide spaces and learning opportunities to

enhance and support all levels of our league. 

Financial transparency. To work towards diverting from traditional

capitalist pro sports business models as much as possible. We’re still

developing what this looks like, and we are committed to fiscal integrity

and ensuring that we partner with organizations with shared values.

Equitable competition and equitable business model. To expand and

implement equity criteria for league staff hires, team staff hires, team

roster selection, game location selection, competitive events, accessibility,

business practices, revenue routes, outreach, etc. 

From all of us at the Premier Ultimate League, we want to say THANK YOU

for your continued support of our work to provide the opportunity for

women, transgender, non-binary, genderqueer, and genderfluid people to

play professional ultimate, and towards a more equitable future for all

athletes. Below you’ll find a summary of the league’s work during 2021, and

how we’ll continue to grow through 2022 and beyond.

2021 began in the midst of the continuing COVID-19 pandemic, before

vaccines were available, and during the ongoing fight against racial injustice.

We acknowledge the ongoing impact of these events on individuals, the

community, and our organization. We want to also bring to light the broader

context of current events in the world that have impacted the PUL’s work

and decision-making.

In 2021, we committed to… 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Read on for details of our progress toward these goals and what we’re

working toward for 2022.

G E N E R A L
O V E R V I E W
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C O M P E T I T I O N
2 0 2 1  S U C C E S S E S

We established a “Return to Play

Workgroup” that, in partnership with a

public health expert, analyzed the most

current COVID-19 data and

recommendations as the situation

continuously changed. Determined it was

not in the best interest of our community

to host a season during the typical April

to June timeline. 

The PUL welcomed back our presenting

sponsors VC Ultimate, Spin Ultimate,

Discraft, and Layout Gloves.

Host cities, with support of the league,

staff and volunteers, successfully hosted

the Championship Series with COVID

safety protocols in place, resulting in no

confirmed positive COVID cases

throughout the series. 

Successfully planned and hosted 3

regional tournaments and one exhibition

game over 3 weekends in August,

showcasing 13 games of professional

women, transgender, non-binary,

genderqueer, and genderfluid athletes. 

All 13 games were live-streamed at high

quality via Ultiworld. 

266 players, 24 coaches and 20 team staff

members from 9 teams participated

during the 2021 PUL season.

The League was able to successfully and

safely hold the 2021 Championship Series

across three US cities with the support of

fans, the dedication of players, and the

adaptability of staff and volunteers. We thank

all those involved for their flexibility and

understanding with increased COVID

protocols, which resulted in zero reported

positive cases after the Championship Series

tournament. 
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G O V E R N A N C E
&  S T A F F I N G

50% of the original PUL Board of Directors turned over

Added seven new at-large board members of diverse racial and gender identities.

Shifted from two board representatives per team to one per team

The founding executive committee provided recommended transitional staffing and implementation

guidelines, then rolled-off, and the PUL welcomed a new Interim Executive Committee

The League continued to evaluate and update various aspects of our organization structure, including

language, policies, and committee work.

Continued to evaluate and update our gender-inclusive policies and language

Continued internal work on our board structure, with the goal of moving from a “working board” to a

governing board structure

Board committees specifically focused on updating our PUL Ruleset to include Team Ambassadors for

increased communication and accountability around equity and safety, building out sponsorship strategy,

facilitating board discussion of values, creating a communications strategy, branding, internal policies and

procedures, governance & restructuring tasks, and much more

Established a charitable non-profit foundation partner…
a

In 2020, the PUL established a partner 501(c)3 organization, The PUL Foundation (PULF) (currently in the

process of rebranding to The Sports Liberation Collective). The purpose of the Foundation is to promote equity

in ultimate and across sports. The Foundation also serves as a fiscal agent for tax-deductible donations to the

league.

Board restructure…
a

In November 2020, the PUL restructured its board: 

Board transition…
a

In February 2021, the Premier Ultimate League thanked the staff who had been supporting the organization

and prepared to take on the day-to-day operations. The new Interim Executive Committee also assumed the

roles held by the outgoing executive committee members, with an eye towards strategically reworking the

leadership and organizational structure.

The Work!
a

In 2021, the 18 PUL board members contributed a total of more than 2,600 hours towards the following

outcomes:

Staffing
a

In July 2021, the League hired part-time staff positions, including a Communications Director, a Social Media

Manager, a Tournament Director, and Video Editors.
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E Q U I T Y  &
I N C L U S I O N

During the course of the 2021 Season, the PUL engaged with

the nINA Collective to assess and evaluate the PUL’s work

towards anti-racism, equity and inclusion. Data were

collected from 255 community members (players, owners,

coaches, board members, and staff) through surveys, focus

groups and interviews. From this data, the nINA Collective

produced a final report: PUL Racial Equity and Inclusion

Baseline Assessment Summary Report 2021. The findings of

the assessment included strengths, opportunities for growth,

areas for further exploration, and seven recommendations for

the league’s continued work in this space.

Focus on anti-racism: “A clear finding from nINA’s

engagement with PUL is that commitment is high, work is

underway, and resources have been invested toward

organizational change for racial equity. The PUL has been

known since its inception for gender inclusivity and anti-

sexism; what has become clear more recently is that without

an explicit anti-racism focus, further harm can be done to

BIPOC communities. No organization, sport, team, or person

is outside of the structuring of racism and racial hierarchy. No

institution can effectively embrace gender inclusivity or any

other “progressive” stance without a clear commitment to

racial justice and equity and implementation of anti-racist

strategy.” (nINA Collective PUL Racial Equity and Inclusion
Baseline Assessment Summary Report)

Strengths & areas for improvement: “Overall, strengths that

emerged from the Policy & Practice Review were in the areas

of mission, vision, values, and priorities and in budgeting and

finance. The league has devoted considerable focus in the

past several months toward establishing racial equity as its

central guiding priority, and its allocation of resources, along

with the creation of the PUL Foundation largely aligns with

this priority. Areas for improvement are largely in the PUL’s

administration and governance, particularly in rules,

regulations, and codes of conduct, some of which are drawn

or adapted from the broader Ultimate community.” (nINA
Collective PUL Racial Equity and Inclusion Baseline
Assessment Summary Report)
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Continue to build infrastructure to advance racial equity and justice

Normalize learning and practice of racial equity within all teams, with clear entry points

Develop league-wide practices for conflict resolution and accountability

Support player-driven BIPOC affinity spaces

Operationalize racial equity analysis in decision-making

Develop a communication strategy and policy

Create a racial equity action plan (REAP)

PUL Board members and teams began to use a Racial Equity Toolkit to evaluate decision-making, including

tryout and rostering process, roster sizes, deadlines, tournament venues, locations, travel, hiring processes,

advertisement and decision-making, and more.

Engaged in two meetings focused on understanding a racial equity tool framework and implementing it

on example decision-making scenarios. The people involved can now use their experience working

through the tool to help with the recommendations above and with other decisions that will be made

moving forward.

Continued to evaluate, revise, and clarify our internal procedures; governing and operative structures; and

mission, vision, and values.

Began a strategic planning process to guide the organization for the near and long term.

Established an Accountability Committee. Informed by transformative justice practices, the Accountability

Committee exists to keep the PUL board accountable and have conflict resolution processes in place. The

committee engaged in such work as reviewing mission, vision, and values of the league, providing guidance

on and rewriting ruleset to include Team Ambassadors, and is participating in a healing circle, facilitated by

the nINA Collective, with the former president of the league.

Team Ambassadors: From the report and something we changed for 2021 - removal of Spirit Captain:

Similarly, language and implementation of policies and practices like “Member Behavior and Dispute

Resolution” are in need of closer examination. Could prohibition from airing grievances have racialized

impacts? What messages are internalized when players and others are told, explicitly or implicitly, that the

public image of the league is a higher priority than their human experience? In the recommendations

section we will discuss transformative ways the PUL can address conflict and grievances. (nINA Collective
PUL Racial Equity and Inclusion Baseline Assessment Summary Report)

Within their teams, all 266 players and 24 coaches from the 2021 PUL season completed a 7-module Anti-

Oppression training workshop adapted by the PUL Foundation) from material from Both/And Consulting

(with permission), totaling 2,784 hours of anti-oppression training. These trainings are available as on-demand

video webinar trainings for the PUL league and teams to use as a resource in the league’s equity work going

forward. The PUL is committed to continuing this equity work with this workshop series and other materials

to be curated in the future.

Recommendations
a

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

In response to the report and the recommendations, the league has accomplished the following:
a

a

a

a

a

E Q U I T Y  &
I N C L U S I O N

https://www.pulfoundation.org/
https://both-and.org/
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Establish racial equity-centered mission, vision, and values through an inclusive process, and share widely

through the PUL community

Establish a set of core expectations for all teams, staff, and board members to engage in personal and

collective learning.

Make league-wide offerings easily accessible, and offer a variety of options for various levels of readiness.

Create ways for teams to share learning opportunities and resources with each other

Review PUL ruleset and game operations manual with BIPOC players, staff, and board members.

Adapt as needed with input from people most impacted by racial inequity.

The League’s work with the nINA Collective included developing a Racial Equity Toolkit to use when making

league-level decisions from a racially-equitable lens. The League will also continue work with the PULF into

2022, providing spaces for PUL athletes to engage in racial-equity based conversations facilitated by the

players, for the players.

The report and recommendations are also informing changes ahead of the 2022 season.

These changes include:

Imploring urgency: “In conclusion, in the upcoming and ongoing work of the PUL to embed racial equity into

policies and practices, BIPOC focus group members are asking PUL leadership to maintain a sense of urgency.

BIPOC focus group members pose a centering question and challenge for PUL leadership: ‘If not for the global

pandemic and the police killing of George Floyd, we might not be having this conversation. How do we make

sure we don’t go back to business as usual? Let’s keep the urgency, not letting equity fall to the wayside.’” (nINA
Collective PUL Racial Equity and Inclusion Baseline Assessment Summary Report)

E Q U I T Y  &
I N C L U S I O N



True and lasting allyship: This is a collective call to

the PUL leadership and white teammates to enter

into an allyship that lasts beyond the 2020 racial

uprising, beyond the George Floyd trial, and beyond

the work with the nINA Collective; and calls for an

ongoing commitment to the work of racial equity

and shared humanity, without a nation-wide

atrocity: ‘how do you continue to get people to care,

without having to reopen your wounds continuously

to remind them why it matters...they should see it

on their own.’” (nINA Collective PUL Racial Equity
and Inclusion Baseline Assessment Summary
Report)

BIPOC Processing Space & Player Affinity Spaces

In addition to and in parallel with the work with

nINA, in May and June of 2020, the PUL partnered

with Both/And to host a series of 3 hour long

processing and healing spaces for Black,

Indigenous, People of Color in the midst of the

racialized violence related to and adjacent to

COVID-19.

In April 2021, after violence against Asian American

and Pacific Islander women in Georgia, PUL teams

partnered with Both/And to host a processing and

healing space for Asian Americans and Pacific

Islanders in the ultimate community.

In November and December of 2021, the PUL

Foundation offered two race-based processing

spaces for current PUL players. Board members

from the foundation led attendees through a two

hour processing of racialized experiences, concerns,

and wonderings. The goal of these spaces is to

continue commitment to racial justice work and

foster cross-team camaraderie amongst BIPOC

players while activating white accomplices.

E Q U I T Y  &
I N C L U S I O N
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Financial Support to Teams
In 2021, the PUL waived the league buy-in for teams who opted in to the

Championship Series. The League facilitated a continually evolving cost-

sharing mechanism amongst Championship Series-participating teams

to balance costs and try to ensure that teams whose costs to participate

were higher had their costs more evenly distributed across participating

teams. As contributing members of the league, the three teams who

opted out of the Championship Series paid a reduced league buy-in of

$2,000 each. The League covered approximately $28k in event

operations costs for the three host cities.

Fundraising Update
In December 2020, the PUL, in partnership with the PUL Foundation

hosted a year-end fundraiser under the hashtag #ThisLeague. The funds

raised in the campaign were divided equally between the PUL and the

PUL Foundation (PULF). The PUL used it’s funds to satisfy existing 2020

financial obligations, continue to pay our equity consulting firm, the

nINA collective, through the implementation stages of that process, pay

staff, and initiate pay to our board equity officers. 

Following the campaign, the PULF worked with the PUL toward the

following goals: disrupting normalized systems of oppression, achieving

justice and liberation by centering relationships, prioritizing racial justice

and equity, and building structures and systems of accountability within

the league. The PULF Board hosted BIPOC processing spaces for PUL

athletes, and adapted an Anti-Oppression Training workshop series, as

discussed above.

To learn more about the #ThisLeague fundraiser and how those funds

were divided and used between the PUL and the PUL Foundation please

see the THANK YOU and #ThisLeague Recap on the PUL website.

For 2022, the PUL will continue to pursue fundraising programs such as

our sponsor a player program, which we are currently considering

through an equity lens and determining the best path forward. We are

grateful to the wider ultimate community for showing-up for the PUL

year after year to support equity in the sport of ultimate. 

The league is also pursuing options to leverage debt through small

business loans. Our ultimate goal is to find sustainable revenue streams

to support the league, outside of individual giving.

F I N A N C I A L S
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All 12 teams have tentatively committed for 2022.

There will be no league expansion in 2022. The PUL has received interest but has decided not to expand

the league for 2022. We will use the beginning of 2022 to outline a robust process for expansion, and will be

announcing an application process for the 2023 season.

Competition and scheduling committee. This committee will create a competition schedule and continue

to review our ruleset and game day operations through an equity lens.

Continue to implement the Racial Equity Toolkit and apply a racial equity lens to guide decision-making

Continue to work to expand revenue streams and sponsorship reach

Reevaluate fundraising programs such as the Player Sponsorship Program through the lens of racial equity,

player experience, and valuing community partnerships

Recognize the resources needed for individual teams to complete a season and work to expand the ways the

league can support teams through financial and other means

Complete 2022 - 2026 Strategic Planning process

Finalize short term work on mission, vision and values

Complete the board restructure begun in late 2020, with re-definition of roles, & hiring of additional staff

Expand the board: recruit and on-board new board members to increase capacity

Improve internal and external communications and transparency

League to Teams ← → Teams to League

League to Players ← → Players to League

League to Donors ← → Donors to League

League to Sponsors/Partners ← → Sponsors/Partners to League

League to Public ← → Public to League

Continue to monitor the COVID-19 pandemic and make decisions appropriately

Continue to improve the PUL experience for both players and fans

2022 Season

In 2022 the PUL will be back to a typical spring schedule, with regular season games taking place April through

early June, and championship weekend mid-late June (subject to change).

2022 Plans & Commitments

A new Competition and Scheduling Committee was formed November 2021 to begin the process of planning

the upcoming season. The plans and commitments for 2022 and beyond include the following:

L O O K I N G  F O R W A R D
2 0 2 2  &  B E Y O N D
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T H A N K  Y O U  F O R
Y O U R  S U P P O R T !


